A Rare Case of Pulmonary Hypertension: Pulmonary Capillary Hemangiomatosis

Nadir Bir Pulmoner Hipertansiyon Olgusu: Pulmoner Kapiller Hemanjiyoromatozis

**Abstract** Pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH) is a rare cause of pulmonary arterial hypertension and a benign vascular neoplasm characterized by thin-walled microvessels infiltrating the peribronchial and perivascular interstitium, the lung parenchyma, and the pleura. At computerised tomography of lung, main pulmonary arterial enlargement and widespread ill-defined centrilobular nodules of ground-glass opacity are consistently described, often mixed with lobular ground-glass opacities. Pathological diagnosis requires surgical biopsy, but the compromised condition of the patients makes this hazardous. Majority of the reported cases have been discovered postmortem due to lack of awareness and difficulty in making that diagnosis. Hereby, a young woman who died with hematologic complications due to PCH was reported.
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Özet Pulmoner kapiller hemanjiyoromatozis (PCH), pulmoner arterial hipertansiyonun nadir nedenlerinden biri olup, ince duvarlı mikrovessellerin, plevra, akciğer parenkimi, perivasküler ve peribronşiyel interstisyumu infiltr etmesi ile karakterize benign vasküler bir neoplazmdir. Akciğerin bilgisayarlı tomografisinde, ana pulmoner arterlerde genişleme, buzlu cam dansitesinde yaygın silik sentrilobüller nodüllere sıkıla lobüller buzlu cam opasiteleri ile karakterize benign vasküler bir neoplazmdir. Bu durumda komplikasyonlar ile ölen bir genç kadın hasta sunulmuştur.
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Pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH), a benign vascular neoplasm, was first defined by Wagenvoort et al. as caused by an uncontrollable proliferation of pulmonary capillaries infiltrating in 1978, about 40 cases of PCH have been described in the literature. Although clinical signs and symptoms may suggest PCH, rarely is the disease diagnosed antemortem. Pathological diagnosis requires surgical biopsy, but the compromised condition of the patient makes this hazardous. The most distinctive histologic feature of PCH is proliferation of capillary channels within alveolar walls. At computerised tomography, main pulmonary arterial enlargement and widespread ill-defined centrilobular nodules of ground-glass opacity are consistently described, often mixed with lobular
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ground-glass opacities. Median survival is 3 years from initial presentation and lung or heart-lung transplantation is the only curative therapeutic option.²

Hereby, a young woman who died with hematologic complications due to PCH was reported.

- **CASE REPORT**

A 33-year-old woman was admitted with progressive exertional dyspnea since last 4 years and exertional chest pain and presyncope which had been added six months before. Her past medical history showed us exertional dyspnea during her pregnancy periods 10 and 13 years ago. She did not smoke cigarette or drink alcohol and had no family history of cancer. She had been diagnosed as primary pulmonary hypertension (PPH) 2 years ago and being treated with unsuccessful therapies such as endothelin receptor antagonists, intravenous prostacyclin. Physical examination revealed normal breath sounds in all lung fields, hard S2 in cardiac examination. She had severe dyspnea which was categorized as NYHA III. Pulmonary function tests were normal except a noteworthy lower lung diffusion capacity (DLCO: 5.52, %66). Her six minute walking distance was 258 meters. Transthoracic echocardiography revealed pulmonary arterial diameter 28 mm, right ventricular dilatation, mean pulmonary arterial pressure 44 mmHg and deviation of interventricular septum to the left. Her high resolution chest computerised tomography (HRCT) (Figure 1) showed ground glass opacity in both lower lung fields. Fiberoptic bronchoscopy showed no endobronchial pathology and transbronchial biopsies revealed interstitial capillary proliferation. Transbronchial brushings were clear for microbiologic and cytologic examinations. As we suspect PCH with these results, we decided to prove our prediagnosis with lung biopsy, so linguler segment wedge resection was performed via video associated thoracoscopic surgery (VATS) and histopathologically high number of thin walled microvessels which immunohistochemically CD31 (+) and HMB45 (-), infiltrating lung parenchyma were seen. Based on the above histological and immunohistological findings a diagnosis of hemangiomatosis was established (Figure 2). PCH was decided as the exact diagnosis and lung transplantation was planned to the patient. But unfortunately hematuria, hemothorax developed in postoperative 2nd day and she died 5 days after operation with hematologic complications which could not been explained via her blood sample analyses and unfortunately her family did not accept autopsy.

- **DISCUSSION**

Pulmonary capillary hemangiomatosis (PCH) is a rare cause of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) characterized by thin-walled microvessels...
infiltrating the peribronchial and perivascular interstitium, the lung parenchyma, and the pleura. These proliferating microvessels are prone to bleeding, resulting in accumulation of hemosiderin-laden macrophages in the alveolar spaces.3

Unfortunately, majority of the reported PCH cases have been discovered postmortem due to lack of awareness and difficulty in making that diagnosis. However, exact diagnosis has been put ante-mortem via lung biopsy in our case but unhappily we lost her 5 days after operation. Although, these cases have typical radiological patterns including parenchymal ground glass opacities and ill-defined centrilobular nodules, pericardial effusion, pleural effusion, lymphadenopathy, together with enlargement of main pulmonary arteries and right heart chambers.4 most of the cases lost time until exact diagnosis and had been treated as primary pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). There is no any specific criteria for diagnosis of that disease, the most important clue is have suspect with all these clinical and radiological findings, the exact diagnosis is with histology.5 Also our case had been diagnosed as primary PAH and had unsuccesful therapies such as endothelin receptor antagonists, intravenous prostacyclin and she lost time for real treatment which is lung or heart-lung transplantation. Also we decided to perform lung transplantation to our patient but we lost her with postoperative hematologic complications.

In a recent study, it was shown that the expression of platelet-derived growth factors (PDGFB and PDGFR- beta) genes characterizes the nodular proliferations of PCH with increased numbers of mast cells, pericytes, and type II pneumocytes accompanying this endothelial proliferation so the up-regulation of these important angiogenic and antiapoptotic genes might suggest a mechanism and potential therapeutic approaches for PCH in the future.6.

At first sight, PCH could be clinically indistinguishable from a primary PAH disorder such as PPH which do not produce thickening of the interlobular septa, that is caused by elevated pressures in the capillary or postcapillary circulation. In the differential diagnosis of PAH, HRCT of the lung parenchyma is very useful to evaluate any interstitial lung disease, PVOD or PCH. So we recommend that patients with presumed PPH should undergo a HRCT examination before initiation of vasodilator therapy that might induce florid and even fatal pulmonary edema in PCH patients.
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